For the nucleoprotein loosening procedure. cultures were exposed to the cold loosening medium containing formaldehyde and Photo-fib (Kodak-Path#{233}; Chalon, France) as previously described (29) . Then they were dehydrated and embedded as above. ;
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. (Figure  4d ).
Discussion
In the present investigation, we employed a combination of cyto- In a viral nucleoprotein fibers are punctuated by knobs (thick arrow), some of which are associated with capsids (arrowheads). Encapsidated DNA in the nucleocapsid at the top of a is in form of a toroid structure.
In b some of the knobs of the non-encapsidated viral DNA appear empty (thick arrows). One DNA fiber is closely associated with an empty or nearly empty capsid (arrowhead). . , -.--.--.--.-.--..---- In HarrisJR, ed. Electron microscopy reviews. Subcellular and molecular structure. Vol
